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Assistive Technology From Virtuality to Reality 8th European Conference for the Advancement of Assistive Technology in Europe
Faculty of Medicine Henri Warembourg – Lille – France – September 6–9, 2005

AAATE

The Association for the Advancement of Assistive Technology in Europe (AAATE) organises its 8th conference in Lille, France, in 2005. This biennial conference is an opportunity for people to discuss new developments, trends and researches in the field of Assistive Technology. Following successful conferences held in Ireland, Slovenia, Germany, Greece, Portugal, Sweden and The Netherlands, over 200 papers were selected and published from its last conference in 2003.

AAATE’s membership has grown significantly since its formation. Its sister organisations are RESNA (North America), ARATA (Australia) and RESJA (Japan). These opportunities to exchange expertise are essential for those working in the AT field.

Further information, membership and resources can be accessed through the AAATE website: www.aaate.net.

Conference venue

Lille has the benefit of a privileged geographical situation in the centre of the Paris – London – Brussels triangle.

All facilities are available for people with special needs. Transport: subway (automatic and fully accessible), tramway (fully accessible) and bus (more and more are accessible).

Conference host

The conference is organized by IFRATH which constitutes a group of academic laboratories, association of users and industrial companies having decided to put in common their competencies by creating synergy allowing to favor the promotion of technological and methodological researches relating to various disabilities.

The variety of assistive technology implies a multidisciplinary approach which requires an exchange with other research domains: medicine, psychology, ergonomy, sociology, economy...

IFRATH is a network allowing to be in touch with a maximum of persons in all the implied domains. Narrow links exist between the actors of research and industries in order to fit the technologies to people with special needs.

Further information, membership and resources can be accessed through the IFRATH website: http://www.ifrath.univ-metz.fr
Conference themes

The subtitle of the conference is From Virtuality to Reality. It focuses on the bridge which leads from the need to the actual use of the assistive device.

New technologies

New technologies emerge today. How may they be used in the Assistive Technology field?

Technology transfer

Why are many technologies and many developments available but don’t reach the market.

Socio-economic aspects

In Europe of free exchange of goods, the assistive technology products know a different essort. What about the policies in the different countries: convergence or divergence?

Human centred considerations

How to consider the needs, how to evaluate them, what is the place of the user in the development of an assistive device?

Areas

Access to the Information Society
Assistive Technology for Children
Assistive Technology for Mobility
Assistive Technology for Older Adults
Assistive Technology for Restoration and enhancement of Function
Assistive Technology for the Activity of Daily Living
Assistive Technology in Education & Training
Assistive Technology in the work environment
Assistive Technology in the workplace
Augmentative and Alternative Communication
Changes in Social Systems and Service Delivery
Community networks
Design for All/Universal Design
Development of Assistive Technology for Independent Living
Education and training in Assistive Technology
European Infrastructure in the field of Assistive Technology

Improving Quality of Assistive Technology
Industrial competitiveness and Technology Transfer
Issues of Human/Machine Interaction
Socio-economic evaluation
User empowerment

This list is not exhaustive, all areas related to assistive technology may be considered.

Organizing committee

Scientific committee

ABASCAL Julio Spain
AISSAOUI Rachid Canada
ANDRICH Renzo Italy
AZEVEDO Luis Portugal
BERARD Christian France
BERGERUD BUENE Toril Norway
BERGER-VACHON Christian France
BESIO Serenella Italy
BORGOLTE Ulrich Germany
BOURHIS Guy France
BUHLER Christian Germany
COLLE Etienne France
COOPER Rory USA
CRADDOCK Gerald Ireland
ENGELEN Jan Belgium
GARCIA Juan Carlos Spain
GORCE Philippe France
HARWIN William S. UK
KASTELICK Jean-Claude France
KNOPS Harry The Netherlands
LINDSTROM Jan Ingvar Sweden
LORENTSEN Oivind Norway
LUIGI-EMILIANI Pier Italy
LUNDMAN Margita Sweden
MARINCEK Crt Slovenia
MIRCIE Lawrence Israel
PETERS Helen UK
PISSALOUX Edwige France
PRUSKI Alain France
SALMINEN Anna-Liisa Finland
SOEDE Mathijs The Netherlands
STEPHANIDIS Constantine Greece
THEVENON Andre France
TOULLET Jean-Marc France
TRIOMPHE Annie France
VIGOUROUX Nadine France
WINTERBERG Erland Denmark
ZAGLER Wolfgang Austria
Local organizing committee

General Chair
Alain Pruski – University of Metz (France)
alain.pruski@lasc.univ-metz.fr

Co-Chair
Etienne Colle – University of Evry (France)
ecolle@cemif.univ-evry.fr

Finance Chair
Jean-Claude Kastelick
kastelik@univ-valenciennes.fr

Scientific Committee Contact
Philippe Gorce
gorce@univ-tln.fr

Sponsoring
Jean-Marc Toulotte
Jean-Marc.Toulotte@univ-lille1.fr

Advertising
Christian Berard
christianberard@wanadoo.fr

Industrial contact/Exhibition
Gérard Brisson
gerard.brisson@edf.fr

User contact
Philippe Vallet
pvallet@afm.genethon.fr

Technical organisers
t.garmier@package.fr
s.lopes@norexpo.fr

Information and travel

On international routes

AIR FRANCE offices and call centres throughout the World will offer preferential fares from your country of departure. Appropriate published fares from french overseas departments and territories apply. Your nearest Air France Office and call centres:
http://www.airfrance.com

On the domestic network within continental France

This original document will entitle you a reduction of up 45% on the regular full fare in economy class for a round trip journey (subject to conditions) on the Air France continental domestic network for this event.

To book your electronic ticket, please contact the Air France call centre from France 0 820 820 820 or your nearest Air France office (http://www.airfrance.fr). Members of partner carrier’s loyalty programme will receive miles on their programme when using Air France flights.

Check details with your Air France office.

For any further information on the AAATE annual congress, please contact:
Package
140 cours Charlemagne
69002 Lyon
France
Tel.: +33 (0)4 72 77 45 50
Fax: +33 (0)4 72 77 45 77
www.package.fr

t.garmier@package.fr